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EDMONTON - In the first scene of A Bronte Burlesque, the ghosts of English 
literature’s most famous sibling act flicker in front of one of them — the dying 
author of Jane Eyre. To the strains of Sweet Dreams Are Made of This. 

The concept of a Bronte burlesque is so seductively kooky, on the surface, that 
this artful, dark and strangely dramatic Send In The Girls production may take 
you by surprise. That’s what happened to me. 

On the basis of their earlier work, notably their Tudor Queens burlesque, with 
its entertainingly screw-you-Henry attitude, I really wasn’t expecting this show, 
in truth. What playwright Ellen Chorley has created is an unsettling little 
memory play about ambition both stifled and fed by isolation, about worldly 
success, about family dynamics — literary history and hypothesis framed by 
burlesque numbers that, like songs in contemporary musicals, happen at 
moments of intense revelation. 

In one way, a Victorian four-poster bed is the ultimate burlesque sight gag (and 
the ultimate choreographic opportunity: more poles, more fun). There’s nothing 
like repression for generating a charge from taking it off. And you just can’t 
beat the Victorians for that. Burlesque, in the exhibitionist terms of modern pop 
culture, is handcuffed (and not in a good way) to the law of diminishing returns. 
It’s like farce, that way: what’s the percentage in watching a character reduced 
to panic if panic is already his forte? 

The Bronte sisters are a case study in repression. They were so buttoned-up 
in life — by time and gender — they published under male aliases. But, as the 
Romantic weirdness of their novels and poetry reveal, there’s tumult under the 
placid surfaces of 19th-century country life in a vicar’s family. It drove their 
brother Branwell, underachiever painter and poet, to drink and drugs. It drives 
Charlotte (Jane Eyre), Anne (The Tenant of Wildfell Hall), and even the 
reluctant Emily (Wuthering Heights) to cross the gender divide and publish 
their work — and in terms of this show, to get down, get sexy, and take it off. 

The Bronte sisters dancing in their knickers? “It’s time for Charlotte, Anne and 
Emily Bronte to meet the world,” says the most forceful Charlotte, who tends to 
take the lead in such matters. As a metaphor for revelation, this risks sounding 
too obvious or literal-minded to contemporary ears to be more than cheeky. 



But A Bronte Burlesque is cleverly orchestrated — in the script’s weave of 
flashbacks, its burlesque choreography (Andrea Gilborn) that’s sometimes 
about uncovering and sometimes about donning articles of clothing, its 
anachronistic score of songs from Radiohead or Peaches (assembled by 
director Lana Michelle Hughes). 

Hughes’s production is visually striking. Designers Tessa Stamp (set, 
costumes) and Matt Schuurman (video) create lovely sepia interiors — 
libraries, boudoirs, interactive group portraits. The lighting sources are draped 
chandeliers and footlights. And since A Bronte Burlesque is a haunting, 
shadows play on the walls, and come to life. Stamp’s costumes are a cunning, 
allusive mixture of corsetry and veils. 

The performances are startlingly committed to the characters. Samantha Duff 
makes a wry, commanding Charlotte, who finds herself at the end of life 
racked by guilt. Delia Barnett is Anne, the tart-tongued and competitive one 
with a grievance. And Chorley is memorably tortured as the shy Emily, whose 
strange creativity conceals a terrible secret. Chris W. Cook is excellent as 
Branwell, whose cocky playfulness turns sour as he’s outstripped (literally and 
figuratively) by his sisters. 

Chorley’s script, which unfolds in banter that turns to bicker, is occasionally 
overwritten, though in this it may be taking its cue directly from the Brontes 
themselves, who are no hoarders of ink. But there’s verbal wit aplenty, too. “It’s 
very Dickens of us,” says Charlotte, visited by the ghosts of her siblings and 
forced to relive crucial life moments. “Perhaps I’ll wake up and it’ll be 
Christmas Day.” 

When you’re tempted to use the word “redemption,” you know you’re not at 
just any old burlesque. 

         
	  


